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1. INTRODUCTION.
In relation to numerous applications in science and technology, in the last five years the theory

of impulsive differential equations has developed intensively [3]-[6] and [10]. In the present paper

one of the important properties of the ordinary dichotomy for linear impulsive differential equations

is studied, namely that it is not destroyed under small perturbations of the coefficient matrix. We
shall note that analogous questions about ordinary differential equations were considered in [7], [1],

2. PRELIMINARY NOTES.
Let o < < < < lim oo as -- oo, be a given sequence of real numbers. Consider

the linear differential equation with impulses at fixed moments

d_x_ A(t)x, ti; x(t + O)= Bix(ti), i= t,2...dr- (2.1)

where the (n n)-coefficient matrix A(t)is piecewise continuous in the interval [to, +o) with

points of discontinuity of the first kind at and the impulse matrices Bi, i= 1,2,..., are

constant. The underlying vector space E is R or Cn.
REMARK 1. For E [ti+O, ti+ 1] the fundamental matrix X(t) of equation (2.1) admits the

representation

X(t) U(t)u-l(ti + O)BiU(ti)u-l(ti + O)Bi- l’"B1U(tl)U-l(to)

where u(t) is the fundamental matrix of the equation -=dz A(t)z. The matrix X(t) is continuously

differentiable for t#t with points of discontinuity of the first kind at t=ti, i.e.

X(t + O)= BiX(ti). The fundamental matrix X(t) is invertible if and only if the impulse matrices

Bi, 1, 2, are nonsingular.

Together with equation (2.1) we shall consider the perturbed equation

dx
dt (A(t) + A (t))x, # ti; x(t + O) Bix(ti),i 1,2,...,
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where the matrix A (t) is piecewise continuous on the interval [to, + o) with points of discontinuity
of the first kind for ti, 1,2,....

Let ro be a fixed real number, ro > to.
DEFINITION ([8]). The subspace Y of the underlying vector space E induces an ordinary

dichotomy of the solutions of equation (2.1) on the interval [ro, +o) if for some subspace Z
supplementary to Y there exists a constant N such that all solutions z,y,z of equation (2.1) for

which z y + z, y(ro) E Y and z(ro) Z satisfy the conditions

y(t) < N x(s) for > s > ro and Iz(t) < N x(s) for s > > ro. (2.3)

When the fundamental matrix X(t) is invertible, Definition 1 can be written down in the

following form.

DEFINITION 2 ([8]). The subspace Y of the underlying vector space E induces an ordinary

dichotomy of the solutions of equation (2.1) on the interval (to, +) if for some projector

p(p2 p) with range R(P) Y there exists a constant N such that

x(t)g-l(ro)PS(ro)S-l(s)l <_ N for > s > to;

X(t)x-l(o)(I- e)X(ro)X-(a)l < N
(2.4ab)

where I stands for the unit matrix.

DEFINITION 3. Let P be a projector (p2 p). The function

[ X(t)px-l(s) for > s >_ to;G(t,s)
X(t)(P- I)x-l(s) for s > > o.

will be called Green’s function for equation (2.1).
We shall use the following properties of Green’s function which are verified immediately:

OG(t,s)
cgt A(t)G(t,s) for # s,G(ti+O,t BiG(ti, t)

and

G(t,t+O)-G(t,t-O)=-I fort#ti, i=1,2.,...

3. MAIN RESULTS.
THEOREM 1. Let the impulse matrices Bi, 1,2,..., of equation (2.1) be nonsingular and

let the subspace Y induce an ordinary dichotomy of the solutions of equation (2.1) on the interval

[to, + c) with a projector P and a constant N. If

1.4 (O) ldO K < N(2/ + 1) (2.)

then the perturbed equation (2.2) also has an ordinary dichotomy on the interval [o, + ).
PROOF. Let X() be the fundamentM matrix of equation (2.1) for which X(to)= I.

bounded solutions () of equation (2.2) e just ghe bounded solugions of the integrM equation

y(t) X(t)q + a(t,O) A (0) y(O) dO, e Y, (2.6)
to
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since for

dy(t)at X’(t)l + toG(t, O) A (0) y(O) dO + It a(t,O) A (0) y(O) dO

=A(t)X(t)rl+ A(t) G(t,O)A(O)y(O)dO+G(t-O)A(t)y(t)-G(t,t+O)A(t)y(t)
o

and, for ti,

y(t + O) X(t + O)r + (G(t + 0,0) A (0) y(O) dO
o

O0

BiX(ti)rl q- Bia(ti, O A (O) y(O) dO B y(ti).
o

Denote by H the Banach space of all bounded piecewise continuous vector-valued functions

y(t) in the interval [to, +cx) with points of discontinuity of the first kind at ti, 1,2,... and

with a norm Y sup
t>_to

The linear operator

IG(t,O) t (0) y(O) dO maps H into itself sinceTy(t)
to

IT(t) _< I o
G(t,e) a (e) u(e) e _< NK u II.

This implies that IT[ < NK < and by the contraction mapping principle the integral equation

(2.6) for each r/E Y has exactly one solution y E H which depends linearly on rt, i.e. y(t)= F(t)rl
where F(t) is a bounded piecewise continuous matrix on the interval (to, +oo) with points of

discontinuity of the first kind at ti, 1,2,.... Moreover, from y X(t)l + Ty, we obtain

I111 <NInI+ITIIIII <NII+NKIIII,

N Ni.e., Ilyll-<i_NKIr/I and IF(t)l <I-NK"
Let Y be the subspace of E consisting of the initial values of y(to) of the bounded solutions of

the integral equation (2.6)

fX3

y(to) + G(to, O) A (0) F(O)rldO

(cx-l(o)4(O)F(O)dO)rl-(-P)I
(I- (I- P)QP)rl,

where (I= )Q (I- P) X- 1(0) . (0) F(O) dO P.
to
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The operator Q is bounded:

Q < NKi_NNK P

The operator I-(I-P)QP maps the subspace Y onto Y. It has a bounded inverse

I + (I P)QP. The operator (I (I P)QP)P(I (I p)op)-I p (I P)QP is a

projector with a range R()= . The supplementary projector I-) (I-P)(I +OP) has a

range R(I- P Z.
First we shall estimate the solutions issuing from Y. By (2.6)

r/= x-l(s) y(s)- x-l(s)t/ ooa(,, 0) (0)
J to

px_l(e (e)y(e)dO- IsC(P I)x-l(e) (e) y(e)dOx-()v()- I o
px_l(e (8)y(8) de,px-l(s)y(s)- I o

y(t) X(t)l + G(t,e) A (e) y(e) dO
to

X(t)PX-I(s)y(s)-X(t)I px-l(e) [4(e)y(e)dO+ Ia(t,e) 4(8)y(e)dO
o o

X(t)px-l(s)y(s)+ ITO(t,e) (e)y(e)dO.

Hence, for _> s, V(*) _< N v(,) + N A (e) Iv(e) lde.

Let us fix s and set N IV(s)] c. The cone of the nonnegative piecewise continuous functions

is invaxiant with respect to the linear operator Lp(t) 2Q [ooy(t) A (e) (e) dO.
J $

Hence

i.e.,
NK()() +-NR--NK"

Hence for > s

y(t) < N Iv(,)
1-NK

Let z(t) be a solution with initial condition z(to)
_
Z. From the formula

8

z(s) X(s)Z(to) + I to
x(s) x-l(e) (e) z(e) dO

we express z(to) and in view of (I- P)z(to) Z(to) for < s, we obtain that

(2.7)
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"x(t)(- P)X-(o) 4 (o) (o) aoz(t) X(t) (I- e)x-(s) z(s)- j to

+ I x(t)x-’(o) t (o) (o)o
o

X(t) (I P)X-’(s) z(s)+ it X(t)PX-’(O) (0) z(O) dO
o

Sx(t)(I- P)X-l(o) (O) z(O) dO

d get to the integrM inequMity

o
he in ortor ()= A (0)I (0)0 is monotone d, for (2.7), we obn th.t for

o

Now let x(t)= y(t)+ z(t) be an arbitrary solution of the differential equation (2.2). From the

formula
x() x() X(to) + x-’(o) t (o1 (o) dO

we express X(to) and in view of (2.6) we obtain that

o
"x() Px-’(o) (o) (o) dOX() X-’() .()-
o

+ ,ox() PX-’() () () d + [ x()( )x-’() () () d

$

X(s) pX-I(s) z(s)- I to
X(s) pX-I(8) (/9) z(O) d8

+ Ix()(P-)x-’(o)7t (o)y(O)

In view of (2.7) and (2.8) we get to the inequality

() _< N x(s) + N A (O) z(O) de + N IA(O) (O) dO
o s

N2K N2K< Nix(s)[ + 1- gg [z(s)[ + 1- gg [y(s)[

N 2N2K<- 1 NK lx(s)l + I-NK ly(s)l’

y() _< N
NK 2N2K Ix(s) l" (2.9)
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Moreover,
z() < x(s) / () < / N- NK- 2NK (s) i" (2.10)

NK 2N2K

From (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain that, for >_ s >_ to, y(t) _< N x(s) [, and, for

N(I+N-NK-2N2K)> > to, z(t) < N11 x() where N
(1 NK)(1 NK- 2N2K) > 0, i.e., the perturbed

equation (2.2) has an ordinary dichotomy as well.

LEMMA 1 ([8]). Let % and ro be fixed real numbers in the interval [to, + oo) and let the

impulse matrices Bi, 1,2,..., of equation (2.1) be nonsingular. If equation (2.1) has an ordinary

dichotomy on the interval [ro, + oo), then it has an ordinary dichotomy on the interval [to, + oo) as

well.

COROLLARY 1. Let the impulse matrices Bi, 1,2,..., be nonsingular and let equation

(2.1) have an ordinary dichotomy on the interval [to, + cx). If

A () d0 < oo

then the perturbed equation (2.2) also has an ordinary dichotomy on the interval [to, + oo).
PROOf. Since the integral 1,4(0) 1d0 is convergent, then a sufficiently large number roo

can be found such that condition (2.15) should hold. Since the impulse matrices Bi, 1,2,..., are

nonsingular, then equation (2.1) has an ordinary dichotomy with the same constant N on the

interval [’o, + o) as well. Then by Theorem the perturbed equation (2.2) also has an ordinary

dichotomy on the interval [%, + c) and by Lemma it has an ordinary dichotomy on each interval

[r, + o), r >_ to as well.
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